INNOVATION FOR THE DRIVEN.
LUXURY FOR REAL LIFE.

INFINITI VC-Turbo™ is the first production variable compression turbo engine to continuously transform for optimal power and efficiency.1 The secret is its unique multi-link system that varies the compression ratio between 8:1 for more power to 14:1 for greater mileage. When your engine literally changes from within whether you need to pass quickly or cruise steadily, the best of power and efficiency is yours.

Designed for those determined to push life forward, the QX50 is a premium crossover that elevates your experience as you forge your original path. When that path invites road trips to new destinations, you’ll command both power and efficiency with technology once thought impossible: an INFINITI world’s first production variable compression turbo engine 1 that transforms according to your need. When you’re on your daily commute, you’ll feel the ease of INFINITI drive assist technologies that complement your natural abilities, so you can travel with less stress. Or if it means a spontaneous night out, you and your passengers will relish a flagship interior with the perfect fit of color, contrast and premium materials, while a sliding second-row seat accommodates the moment.2 This is luxury for a life lived in Drive.

PAINT WITH PERSONALITY

From sophisticated to dynamic, color inspires your own personal style.

EXTERIOR COLORS*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUNAR WHITE (QM1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIQUID PLATINUM (K23)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAJESTIC WHITE (QAB)**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINERAL BLACK (GAT)**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERMOSA BLUE (BW5)**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMIC SUNSTONE RED (HS5)**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAPHITE SHADOW (KAD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*INFINITI has taken care to ensure that the color swatches presented here are the closest possible representations of actual vehicle colors. Swatches may vary slightly due to the printing process and whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent or incandescent light. Please see the actual colors at your local INFINITI Retailer. **Additional cost applies for this option.

POWER OR EFFICIENCY? YES.
The INFINITI VC-Turbo™ is the first production variable compression turbo engine to continuously transform for optimal power and efficiency. The secret is its unique multi-link system that varies the compression ratio between 8:1 for more power to 14:1 for greater mileage. When your engine literally changes from within whether you need to pass quickly or cruise steadily, the best of power and efficiency is yours.

EVOLVE YOUR DRIVE
Autonomous innovations are coming to our highways. ProPILOT Assist,3 available on QX50 LUXE, already supports drivers with some of the same drive assist technologies that will make full autonomy possible in the future. When activated, these features help you stay centered in the lane, navigate stop-and-go highway traffic, set vehicle speed and keep your vehicle a set distance to the vehicle ahead. To help minimize stress and increase awareness of posted speed limits, Traffic Sign Recognition4 gives you a reminder on your instrument panel, Head-Up Display5 and top navigation screen.5,6

ROLL WITH DISTINCTION
19 X 7.5-inch Silver-Painted Aluminum-Alloy Wheels 20 X 8.5-inch Black-Painted and Machine-Finished Aluminum-Alloy Wheels** 20 X 8.5-inch Silver-Painted and Machine-Finished Aluminum-Alloy Wheels** 20 X 8.5-inch Dark-Painted Aluminum-Alloy Wheels**

LUXURY SHOULD BE LIVED IN

Getting there faster is a journey worth taking. The QX50 opens the way to a new level of INFINITI drive, with advanced technology that will revolutionize the way you drive. It’s the perfect blend of luxury, performance and efficiency. Get behind the wheel of the QX50 and discover a new level of INFINITI drive today.

*INFINITI has taken care to ensure that the color swatches presented here are the closest possible representations of actual vehicle colors. Swatches may vary slightly due to the printing process and whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent or incandescent light. Please see the actual colors at your local INFINITI Retailer. **Additional cost applies for this option.
To live authentically, you have to free yourself from self-limiting beliefs. Enter the QX50, which lets you be as expressive as you desire. High-quality materials, contrasting textures and a multi-tone color combination tap into your creative instincts. Quilted white semi-aniline leather-appointed seats available on QX50 AUTOGRAPH heighten your sense of beauty and artistry as they support you from one adventure to the next.5 An interior that’s revealing, flexible and generous enough to make room for your true nature welcomes the many ways you share yourself with the world.

Either way, your focus is priority with dual screens that display navigation up top, and features like climate controls down below. Connection even extends to your passengers with an enhanced Wi-Fi Hotspot, now a standard feature.7

As automotive technology becomes more advanced, we are striving to find new ways to anticipate the dangers around you. Many are INFINITI world’s first technologies like Predictive Forward Collision Warning,8 which can alert you to a potential collision two cars ahead. Around View ® Monitor with Moving Object Detection,9 on QX50 ESSENTIAL, helps elevate your awareness as you park with a virtual composite 360° view from above. Finally, Blind Spot Intervention ® available on QX50 LUXE uses sensors to help detect cars in your blind spot area and can intervene to help avoid a collision.10

INTERIOR COLOR/MATERIAL*

INTERIOR TRIM*

SPACE FOR SELF-EXPRESSION

ADAPT TO THE MOMENT

Needs can change by the moment. Move the sliding and reclining second-row seats forward to expand cargo capacity, or back to free up almost six inches of legroom.11 Passengers will enjoy the freedom to stretch out – and the comfort to open up.

BUSY DAY, EASY ENTRY

Your schedule is full, and so are your hands. The swing of a foot opens the Motion Activated Liftgate with ease.5 To enter the cabin, the Intelligent Key can stay in your pocket. Your preferences are instantly recalled, from driver settings on QX50 SENSORY down to your last set temperature and radio presets.
TRIM LEVELS & PACKAGES

QX50 PURE

- 2.0L VC-Turbo®Variable compression engine (268 @ 5,600 rpm, 280 @ 5,600 @ 4,000 rpm)
- Continuously Variable Transmission with manual shift mode
- Front Wheel Drive only on Intelligent All-Wheel Drive®

DESIGN
- LED automatic on/off headlights
- LED signature daytime running lights
- 19-inch silver-painted aluminum-alloy wheels with 235/55R20 run-flat, all-season tires
- Body-color, manual folding and power adjustable outside mirrors
- Body-color inside handle with chrome accent and welcome light
- LED front license plate mount
- Dual exhaust finishers
- Laminated front/rear side windows

CRAFTSMANSHIP
- Leather-seat stitching
- Painted aluminum interior trim accents
- Dual zone automatic climate control
- 8-way power-adjustable front seats
- 2-way driver power lanter
- Rear seat slide, recline, and fold-flat function (60:40 split)
- Leather-wrapped steering wheel
- Leather-secured shifter
- Stainless steel front foot plates
- Paddle shifters

TECHNOLOGY
- Automatic Collision Notification and Emergency Call with 5-seat trial access
- Intelligent Key with Push Button Ignition
- Bluetooth® Hands-free Phone System
- Siri Eyes Free
- Blue link®
- Bose® 16-speaker Performance Series Audio System
- 20-inch dark-painted, aluminum-alloy wheels with 255/45R20 run-flat, all-season tires
- Metallic cargo area scuff plates

CRAFTSMANSHIP
- Climate-controlled front seats
- Screen-by-screen entertainment, perforated seating
- Natural Ash Wood trim
- 3-way power passenger’s power lanter
- Thin line automatic climate control
- Roof passenger window solar shades
- Direct Adaptive Steering®
- Blind Spot Intervention™

SAFETY
- Forward Emergency Braking with pedestrian detection
- Predictive Forward Collision Warning®
- High Beam Assist headlights
- Lane Departure Warning
- Blind Spot Warning
- Rear Automatic Braking
- RearView Monitor
- Rear Cross Traffic Alert

PACKAGES

APPEARANCE PACKAGE
- 25-black block and machine-finished wheels with 235/55R20 run-flat, all-season tires
- Black outside mirror caps
- Black mesh grille
- Dark chrome exterior accents – grille surroand, front holer accent and liftgate finisher
- Black color rear diffuser
- Graphite headliner, sun visors and pedals

CONVENIENCE PACKAGE
- Leather-appointed seating
- Power liftgate and telescopig steering column
- Dual occupant memory system for driver’s steering wheel and outside mirrors
- Outside mirrors with reverse tilt-down function
- Heated steering wheel

CLIMATE PACKAGE
- Climate-controlled front seats
- Linear power windows
- Tri-zone automatic climate control

PREMIUM WHITE LEATHER PACKAGE
- White semi-aniline leather-appointed seating with quilting
- Blue Ultralux® interior accents
- Brown Ultralux™ headliner and pillars
- Blue piping accent

SAFETY
- Forward Emergency Braking with pedestrian detection
- Predictive Forward Collision Warning®
- High Beam Assist headlights
- Lane Departure Warning
- Blind Spot Warning
- Rear Automatic Braking
- RearView Monitor
- Rear Cross Traffic Alert
- 9-inch silver-painted aluminum-alloy wheels with 235/55R20 run-flat, all-season tires
- Unique cube design LED headlights with (auto leveler)

CRAFTSMANSHIP
- Leather-appointed, perforated seating
- Bose Performance Series metal speaker grilles on tweeters
- Heated steering wheel

TECHNOLOGY
- ProPILOT Assist: Lane Keep Assist and Intelligent Cruise Control with full-speed range, stop & hold, and auto-restart
- Distance Control Assist (optional)
- Traffic Sign Recognition 
- AroundView® Monitor with Moving Object Detection

QX50 ESSENTIAL

- Includes all QX50 PURE standard features, plus:

DESIGN
- Heated outside mirrors

TECHNOLOGY
- Navigation with 3D building graphics, 5-year trial access to Premium Traffic and Apps®
- SiriusXM® Traffic with 3-month trial access to real-time traffic information
- SiriusXM® Travel Link® with 3-month trial access to weather, fuel prices, stock prices, sports scores, movie listings and parking
- Parking sensors
- Blindspot warning

SAFETY
- Intelligent Key with Push Button Ignition

QX50 LUXE

- Includes all QX50 ESSENTIAL standard features, plus:

DESIGN
- Heated outside mirrors

TECHNOLOGY
- Navigation with 3D building graphics, 5-year trial access to Premium Traffic and Apps®
- SiriusXM® Traffic with 3-month trial access to real-time traffic information
- SiriusXM® Travel Link® with 3-month trial access to weather, fuel prices, stock prices, sports scores, movie listings and parking
- Parking sensors
- Blindspot warning

SAFETY
- Intelligent Key with Push Button Ignition

QX50 SENSORY

- Includes all QX50 ESSENTIAL standard features, plus:

DESIGN
- 20-inch dark-painted, machine-finished aluminum-alloy wheels with 255/45R20 run-flat, all-season tires
- Metallic cargo area scuff plates

CRAFTSMANSHIP
- Climate-controlled front seats
- Screen-by-screen entertainment, perforated seating
- Natural Ash Wood trim
- 3-way power passenger’s power lanter
- Thin line automatic climate control
- Roof passenger window solar shades

SAFETY
- Forward Emergency Braking with pedestrian detection
- Predictive Forward Collision Warning®
- High Beam Assist headlights
- Lane Departure Warning
- Blind Spot Warning
- Rear Automatic Braking
- RearView Monitor
- Rear Cross Traffic Alert
- 9-inch silver-painted aluminum-alloy wheels with 235/55R20 run-flat, all-season tires
- Unique cube design LED headlights with (auto leveler)

CRAFTSMANSHIP
- Climate-controlled front seats
- Screen-by-screen entertainment, perforated seating
- Natural Ash Wood trim
- 3-way power passenger’s power lanter
- Thin line automatic climate control
- Roof passenger window solar shades

SAFETY
- Intelligent Key with Push Button Ignition

QX50 AUTOGRAF
INTERIOR  Take life with you. Keep your purse or tablet close by with a Console Net located inside the cabin. Out in the elements? Embrace your adventurous nature with All-Season Floor Mats that collect dirt and sand, preserving your interior footwells. Sometimes, life is full of imperfect moments. Keep your QX50 protected with a Stainless Steel Rear Bumper Protector that guards against scrapes when loading and unloading cargo.

EXTERIOR  Style without pretense. Designed with functionality in mind, Chrome Body Side Moldings underscore the powerful lines of your QX50 while protecting your side panels. Large 20-inch wheels enhance another aspect of your vehicle—its athletic stance. When you’re on the go, a Lifestyle Receiver Mount for 2-inch mounted carriers accommodates bikes and snowboards. Every accessory amplifies the true nature of your INFINITI.

Forward-thinking in the QX50 empowers you for hands-on living, but when you equip your vehicle with Genuine INFINITI Accessories, you can carry, protect, and express even more of what drives you. Each accessory is made with exacting standards, the same ones we utilize when building your INFINITI. This approach ensures each item is designed and manufactured to integrate seamlessly with your vehicle and provide a custom fit and finish.

For more information and to shop online for Genuine INFINITI Accessories, go to parts.infinitiusa.com.

LIVE MORE WITH YOUR QX50

GENUINE ACCESSORIES

CARGO  Hold virtually anything, including memories. Cargo Block Stabilizers and a Cargo Mat work together to secure bulky items from sliding or tipping. While a Cargo Organizer keeps the stuff of memories neatly arranged.

LIGHTING  Illuminate elegance with signature lighting accessories. The effect lends an upscale ambiance and offers a modern appeal that is unmistakable. From the soft glow of the INFINITI logo along the front door sills to the drama of INFINITI Radiant Welcome Lighting, brilliance is all around. Turn it on.

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES TO CONSIDER:
- Remote Engine Start
- Silver-Painted Grille
- Hatch Tent
- Hideaway Cargo Net
- Carpeted Floor Mats
- Console Net
- Chrome Front Lip Finisher
- Matte Chrome Mirror Caps
ROLL UP CONFIDENTLY

From the stature of 20-inch black-painted and machine-finished wheels, to a dauntless Graphite exterior with Textured Aluminum trim, this QX50 selection inspires confidence. And ease, as it features our most advanced drive assist technology, ProPILOT Assist.¹

IMPRESSIONS LAST

QX50 LUXE WITH THE APPEARANCE PACKAGE

Seven seconds is all it takes to create an impression, but the impact you make in that first moment lives on. Stand out instantly with an aesthetic of bolder hues and distinctive polish in the Appearance Package. Dark chrome smoothly frames a determined black grille mesh, and flows on accent the front fender and luggage carrier. Side mirrors are heated to help you see, and are emphasized with both black mirror caps to enhance how you’ve seen. It’s a look that says you’re not afraid to be looked at.

TECHNICAL SPECS

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS

| Cargo volume — behind front-row | 88.1 / 64.4 |
| Cargo volume — behind second-row | 31.6 / 31.1 |
| Head room without panoramic moonroof — first-row | 43 / 39.1 |
| Head room without panoramic moonroof — second-row | 40 / 38.4 |
| Leg room — first-row | 39.6 / 38.7 |

CAPACITY

| Maximum tow capacity | 3,000 lbs |
| Fuel tank | 16 gallons |

FUEL ECONOMY

| Estimated Fuel Economy AWD² — city / highway / combined (mpg) | 22 / 28 / 25 |
| Estimated Fuel Economy FWD² — city / highway / combined (mpg) | 23 / 29 / 26 |

² 2021 QX50 FWD EPA Fuel Economy Estimates. 23 City/29 Highway/26 Combined. Actual mileage will vary with driving conditions. Use for comparison only.

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE MEASURED IN INCHES